
How to take your toddler to a
restaurant without an iPad

Have you wondered if you could take a toddler to a restaurant
and  have  a  good  time  without  relying  on  an  iPad  for
entertainment? This is absolutely possible as long as you have
the right expectations, a sense of humor, and a desire to
build family memories. In the “old” days when our kids were
toddlers, there were no iPads or smart phones so we thought
we’d  share  some  ideas  to  keep  your  toddler  engaged  in  a
restaurant.

Before  we  go  further,  understand  this:  when  you  go  to  a
restaurant with your toddler(s), you are “going out to eat,”
NOT “going dining.” Always have the back-up plan that at any
time, if needed, you will convert the entire meal to “take
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out” status. As long as you accept this backup plan, you are
set.

Choose the restaurant wisely. You do not have to eat junk food
or  “fast”  food.  Many  restaurants  with  really  yummy  and
nutritious cooking can work for families with toddlers. An
important feature to look for: the restaurant offers high
chairs or booster seats. If it does, you can infer that the
restaurant  is  “toddler  friendly.”  Without  this  attribute,
attempt to eat at this restaurant at your own risk and don’t
say we didn’t warn you! In addition, find out if the service
is fast or slow. Even some “family friendly” restaurants have
slow  service-  this  is  asking  for  trouble.  Avoid  these
establishments.

Set  the  stage.  Teach  your  children  how  to  behave  in  a
restaurant.  Play  restaurant  in  your  house.  Practice  “Yes,
please” and “No, thank you.” Tell them how they will get to
make a choice of what to eat and unlike at home, to try a
variety  of  foods  at  one  meal  if  you  all  order  something
different.

Have reasonable expectations: Research the menu beforehand to
make sure you will find something on it that your toddler will
eat. Alternatively, just bring your own toddler meal with you
and take it out once your own food arrives. Or bring toddler
“hors d’oeuvres” that will not spoil his appetite but can be
used in emergency if the service is slower than you expected.
Examples are thinly sliced apples, portable fruit cup packed
in juice, or a stash of low-sugar cereal such as Cheerios® to
hand out very slowly.

If the wait staff is young, they probably are not familiar
with toddlers and may not understand that waiting is difficult
for young children. Ask for your check to come with your food.
Consider skipping appetizers so that everyone’s food comes out
all at once. Usually toddlers are not happy waiting for food
while their parents munch on arugula.



Focus all of your attention on your children. Going to a
restaurant  with  toddlers  is  not  date  night,  it  is  family
night.

Help your toddler be successful at waiting for the meal to be
served or at waiting for everyone to finish eating. Bring
along one or two (not the library!) favorite books that either
your toddler likes to flip through or likes you to read to
her. Bring some paper and crayons – many “family friendly”
restaurants  supply  these  but  it’s  always  better  to  be
prepared.  My  oldest  was  always  entertained  with  a  small
matchbox car. We could draw roads for the car on paper or he
would just drive the car along the table edge or chair –
anything can become a road.

Play games such as “I Spy” with your toddler to pass time
while you wait to order or wait for your food. “Where is the
man wearing a hat? Where is the picture of the fish?” Talk
about the restaurant. Point out where the kitchen is. Point
out the food servers: “They write down what we want to eat.
They bring us our food!” Point out the bus crew “See, they are
cleaning up!” Count the tables. Count how many babies are in
the restaurant.

Convert  items  on  the  table  into  make-shift  toys.
Developmentally  toddlers  love  putting  things  into  other
things. Put the pretty pink sugar packet and the white packet
into a cup. Dump them out, and do it again. A paper placemat
can be scrunched into a ball to roll around. And with a little
paper folding, you can make a cootie catcher for pinching
little noses. Also, there’s nothing more fun than touching ice
sliding around a plate.

We  do  not  recommend  walking  around  the  restaurant  while
waiting  to  be  served  because  of  the  potential  danger  of
crashing into a waiter or waitress. Certainly one parent can
walk  outside  with  a  toddler  and  the  remaining  parent  can
call/text when the food comes. BUT remember, if you are in the
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habit of all sitting down for at least one meal a day at home,
it will be natural for all of you to sit together in a
restaurant, and a luxury for the parent who does the most
jumping up and down during a home-served meal.

Restaurants are not only for dinner! While my twins did not
eat out much as toddlers (hassle factor outweighed the fun
factor), we did note that they ate the most food willingly
over  the  longest  period  of  time  at  breakfast.  So  we
occasionally  went  to  a  local  deli  for  Very  Early  Weekend
Breakfast where they could feast slowly on enormous delicious
pancakes and my husband and I could enjoy some coffee while it
was actually still hot. Bonus: we even could talk to each
other because of the concentration my twins paid to picking up
every piece of pancake on their own.

Help clean up, and give generous tips. You want to endear
yourself to the restaurant staff. It’s great when the wait
staff WANTS to serve you when you return (“Oh, it’s that great
family  with  the  really  cute  toddler  who  loves  my  Elmo
impersonation,  says  “thank  you”  when  I  bring  her  extra
saltines, AND they tip well. That’s MY table!”).

Build  your  toddler’s  self-esteem:  Praise  your  toddler  for
eating calmly, for sitting without yelling, for his patience:
“Good job waiting for your food to come!” As soon as your
toddler is done eating and running out of entertaining things
to do while sitting at the table, the meal is over! Try to end
on a positive note.

Finally, if you end up with a toddler tantrum, just remember
the back-up plan. Don’t kill the meal for the rest of the
diners  in  the  restaurant.  Just  pick  up  your  melted-down
toddler, convert to take-out, and try again another time. Rome
wasn’t built in a day, and sometimes it takes a few tries of
eating out with your toddler before you actually all have fun.
Fortunately, God/Nature makes toddlers cute even when they are
crying and covered in tomato sauce!



Julie Kardos, MD and Naline Lai, MD

©2016 Two Peds in a Pod®

Test anxiety: taking out the
stress

Spelling test on Friday? Algebra unit test next week? SATs
looming? Our guest blogger, child psychologist Dr. Jessica
Collins, gives tips for calming test anxiety.

Test anxiety is a common source of stress for both students
and parents. Despite your best efforts to help your child
study more effectively, instructing your child how and what to
study may actually increase their anxiety as your suggestions
are likely to be based on your own study style preferences.
Instead of offering your advice or opinion, we suggest you try
some of the following:
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Breathe. Help your child relax by practicing diaphragmatic
breathing.  Diaphragmatic  breathing  increases  oxygen  in  the
bloodstream. It is a way to interrupt the body’s response to
stress  and  promote  a  relaxation  response  instead.  This
strategy can be used before, after and DURING test taking!

Relax. When you are feeling anxious or stressed, one of the
ways your body responds is with muscle tension. Progressive
Muscle Relaxation (PMR) is a strategy that helps relieve that
tension by completing a series of exercises in which you tense
your muscles as you breathe in and relax them as you breathe
out. PMR can also be used, anytime and anywhere!*

Promote  Organization.  Before  your  child  begins  to  study,
ensure that he/she has all of the necessary materials (i.e.,
pens, highlighters, note cards, books). Help your child group
his/her study information into categories or test subjects.
Organizing information before your child begins to study will
allow him/her to spend more time with his/her nose in the
books and less time searching for missing papers.

Break It Down. Work backward and help your child identify
smaller content areas, within a test subject that he/she can
focus on, one at a time. This will help your child feel less
overwhelmed and make studying more manageable.

Encourage Time Management. Once your child has organized and
identified the test content areas, help your child create a
study schedule. Make sure to start studying early. Information
is  more  easily  remembered  when  it  is  studied  for  shorter
periods of time over a longer time period rather than spending
hours cramming for 1 or 2 days. Also, make sure to schedule in
study breaks.

State-Dependent Learning. As much as possible, the environment
in which your child studies should mimic the test environment.
Help your child find a quiet place to study in your home or at
the library. Have him/her sit at a desk or table instead of



lying on his/her bed. Limit distractions including background
noise or music. Use a timer and offer periodic breaks if your
child’s testing environment will be doing the same.

Remember  the  Bigger  Picture.  Children  who  experience  test
anxiety  may  easily  forget  how  much  the  test  grade  counts
towards a final grade. Help your child put the test into
perspective by highlighting their successes in other areas and
how those achievements are linked to future goals. For tests
which are used to help determine a child’s future academic
placement (e.g., SATs, ACTs, AP exams, etc.), make a list of
ALL  the  other  criteria  (i.e.,  letters  of  recommendation,
grades, extracurricular activities) that are also incorporated
into applications. The longer the list, the easier it will be
for your child to see his/her test score as one factor, out of
many, that are used in this decision making process.

It is very common for students to become nervous or anxious
when they must take quizzes and tests. By developing effective
study skills and engaging in routine practice of relaxation
exercises, many child are able conquer test-anxiety.

Jessica Collins, Psy. D.

Dr. Jessica Collins is a licensed PA psychologist. She earned
her degree from La Salle University. She completed both her
internship and fellowship at the Kennedy Krieger Institute and
Johns Hopkins School of Medicine in Baltimore, MD, where she
specialized in Pediatric Psychology. 

NOTE: original link to a script to Progressive Muscle
Relaxation script is broken, here is one your Two Peds
found.

https://www.baylor.edu/content/services/document.php/183466.pdf


Digging out splinters

It’s  a  sure  sign  of  spring.  Recently  a  mom  showed  me  a
splinter in her child’s finger (pictured above) from running
about outside and falling on wood chips.

If a splinter is very tiny (too small to grab with tweezers,)
seems  near  the  skin  surface,  and  does  not  cause  much
discomfort,  simply  soak  the  splinter  in  warm  soapy  water
several times a day for a few days. Fifteen minutes, twice a
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day for four days, works for most splinters. Our bodies in
general dislike foreign invaders and try to evict them. Water
will help draw out splinters by loosening up the skin holding
the splinter. This method works well particularly for multiple
hair-like splinters such as the ones obtained from sliding
down an obstacle course rope. Oil-based salves such as butter
will not help pull out splinters. However, an over-the-counter
hydrocortisone  cream  will  help  calm  irritation  and  a
benzocaine-based cream (for kids over 2 years of age) will
help with pain relief.

If the splinter is “grab-able”, gently wash the area with soap
and water and pat dry. Don’t soak an area with a “grab-able”
wooden splinter for too long because the wood will soften and
break apart. Next, wash your own hands and clean a pair of
tweezers with rubbing alcohol. Then, grab hold of the splinter
and  with  the  tweezers  pull  smoothly.  Take  care  to  avoid
breaking the splinter before it comes out.

If the splinter breaks or if you cannot easily grab the end
because it does not protrude from the skin, you can sterilize
a sewing needle by first boiling it for one minute and then
cleaning with rubbing alcohol. With the needle, pick away at
the skin area directly above the splinter. Use a magnifying
glass if you have to, make sure you have good lighting, and
for  those  middle-age  parents  like  us,  grab  those  reading
glasses.  Be  careful  not  to  go  too  deep,  you  will  cause
bleeding  which  makes  visualization  impossible.  Continue  to
separate the skin until you can gently nudge the splinter out
with the needle or grab it with your tweezers.

Since  any  break  in  the  skin  is  a  potential  source  of
infection, after you remove the splinter, wash the wound well
with soap and water. Flush the area with running water to
remove any dirt that remains in the wound. See our post on
wound care for further details on how to prevent infection. If
the splinter is particularly dirty or deep, make sure your
child’s tetanus shot is up to date. Also, watch for signs of
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infection over the next few days: redness, pain at the site,
or thick discharge from the wound are all reasons to take your
child to his doctor for evaluation.

Some splinters are just too difficult for parents to remove.
If you are not comfortable removing it yourself of if your
child can’t stay still for the extraction procedure, head over
to your child’s doctor for removal.

Now you can add “surgeon” to your growing list of parental
hats.

Julie Kardos, MD with Naline Lai, MD
©2012 , rev 2016 Two Peds in a Pod®

Why is my baby’s head flat?
About plagiocephaly.
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Squeezed  through  the
birth  canal,  many
babies  are  born  with
pointy,  cone-shaped
heads.  Others,
delivered  by  caesarian
section, start off life
with  round  heads.  Few
babies  begin  with  a
flat  head.  But  as
parents  put  babies  on
their backs to sleep in
accordance  with  Sudden
Infant  Death  Syndrome
prevention  guidelines,
babies  are  developing
flat heads. 

Called  positional  plagiocephaly,  a  young  infant’s  head  flattens
when prolonged pressure is placed on one spot. Tricks to prevent
positional plagiocephaly all encourage equal pressure over the entire
head. Because babies’ heads are malleable, parents can prevent and
treat the flatness. In fact, the flat shape begins to correct itself
as  babies  spend  less  time  lying  down  and  more  time  sitting  and
crawling.  Additionally,  increased  hair  growth  hides  some  of  the
flatness.

To prevent positional plagiocephaly, place your baby prone (belly
down) frequently WHILE AWAKE, starting in the newborn period. This
tummy time decreases pressure on the back of the head. Some babies are
not fond of tummy time and will cry until they are back on their
backs.  For those kids, check out our post on making tummy time more
tolerable for your baby.
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Encourage your baby to look to both sides while lying down.
Too much time turned to one side will cause flattening on that
side. Alternate how you place the baby in crib so that sometimes she
turns to the right and other times she turns to the left to face into
the room and away from the wall. If your baby seems to prefer looking
only to the right or only to the left, place toys or bright objects
toward the non-preferred side. If bottle feeding, switch off which arm
you use to feed your baby, so that the baby sometimes turns to the
right and sometimes to the left . If breastfeeding, start and end on
the side that the baby tends to avoid. These actions will help prevent
neck muscles from becoming too tight on one side and thus allow your
baby to turn easily to both sides.

Some  babies  wear  helmets  to  correct  their  abnormal  head
flattening. Neurosurgeons, who are head and brain specialists,
and plastic surgeons prescribe these helmets for babies who
have extreme flattening. Fortunately, the majority of babies
with positional plagiocephaly do not need to wear helmets.

You also may have heard of babies who need corrective surgery
for  an  abnormal  head  shape.  This  condition,  called
craniosynostosis, is rare. Pediatricians monitor the size and
shape of the head , check the soft spot on the top of the head
and for ridges on the skull at every check-up. A baby’s skull
develops in pieces as a fetus, and these pieces eventually
come together at predictable places called sutures.  If the
pieces come together too early or the soft spot closes too
soon, corrective surgery may be needed.

So,  avoid  head  flatness  by  rotating  your  baby’s  position
frequently (think rotisserie chicken!) and provide plenty of
“tummy time” when awake. Start when the baby first comes home.

If you are worried about your baby’s head shape, just head on
over to your baby’s pediatrician and bring up your concern. It
is unlikely that your concern will “fall flat.”

Julie Kardos, MD and Naline Lai, MD
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Before the Zika virus: A look
back  at  Rubella  and
microcephaly
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The Zika virus in the news these days reminds us of another
microcephaly-causing virus which scourged our world in the
not-so-distant past. In the years right before the Two Peds
doctors were born (late 1960s), the virus Rubella routinely
swept through the United States and the rest of the world. The
airborne  germ  Rubella,  just  like  the  mosquito-spread  Zika
virus,  caused  most  people  just  a  mild  illness  that  they
usually never even knew that they had. After they were sick,
they  became  immune  to  the  virus.  But  when  pregnant  women
contracted Rubella early in pregnancy, their unborn children
sometimes ended up with microcephaly.

Microcephaly is a condition where a small, underdeveloped, or
abnormal brain leads to a small head at birth. Many children
with microcephaly have significant mental disabilities.

So what happened to Rubella? It’s the R in the MMR vaccine. We
give this vaccine to all children, first at 12-15 months, and
again at 4-6 years of age. We vaccinate girls to protect their
unborn fetuses when they are pregnant, and we also vaccinate
boys.  Although  boys  will  not  become  pregnant,  they  can
contract the disease and spread it to others who are pregnant.
It is standard practice for obstetricians to test all of their
pregnant patients for immunity to Rubella. If a woman is not
immune, she is given the MMR vaccine after delivery to prevent
coming down with Rubella during future pregnancies.

Because of the success of this safe vaccine, it is extremely
rare  to  have  child  born  with  Congenital  Rubella
Syndrome and its accompanying problems. The syndrome  not only
included the mental impairments associated with microcephaly
but also was associated with blood disorders, heart defects,
deafness,  visual  impairment,  developmental  delay,  and
seizures. In the United States where the vaccine rates are
high enough, no cases have been reported since 2004. In the
rest of the world, cases still occur in countries with limited
access to vaccines against Rubella.  Approximately 100,000
cases of Rubella worldwide per year still occur according to
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the Centers for Disease Control.

Scientists are working on a vaccine against the Zika virus
because, as is often the case, preventing a disease is often
easier, less costly, and more successful than attempting to
cure it. For a basic explanation of how vaccines work, please
see our prior post on this topic. Trials for a vaccine for
Zika may begin as early as summer 2017.

But if we look at history, Rubella was once a dreaded virus
too. Now, with the widespread use of a vaccine, although still
dreaded, the rates of Rubella have dropped dramatically.  Zika
hopefully will not be far behind.

Naline Lai,  MD and Julie Kardos, MD

©2016 Two Peds in a Pod®,  updated April 2017

Dressing  children  for  cold
weather
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Dr. Kardos’s fourth child wears her coat in the snow without
fuss.

There  is  snow  on  the  ground,  so  every  morning  I  ask  my
elementary school-aged son if he wears gloves and a hat at
recess. Every morning I get back the same blank stare and the
question, “Why?”

It’s  an  age-old  battle  between  parents  and  kids.  Parents
insist the kids are underdressed and the kids insist they are
overdressed.  In  fact,  I  remember  in  fourth  grade  many  an
embarrassing moment when my mother would suddenly appear with
mittens at the bus stop. So how can parents decide how warmly
to dress their children?

Infants  are  particularly  poor  at  regulating  their  own
temperatures. In general for cool weather, dress a baby in one
more  layer  of  clothing  than  you  are  comfortable  wearing.
Another good way to keep a newborn from losing too much heat
is to keep the hat on for a couple of weeks. It’s not an old
wives tale; people do lose a fair amount of heat through their
heads.

However,  beware  of  over-swaddling.  Over-heating  has  been



suggested as a factor in death from SIDS (Sudden Infant Death
Syndrome). If your partner insists on keeping the house the
temperature of a sauna and you are sweltering all year, then
dress your baby in a simple onesie. Just as infants have
difficulty regulating body temperature in the cold, they also
have  difficulty  regulating  their  temperature  in  heat.  In
general, if you feel cold, your baby will feel colder. If you
are warm, your baby will feel warmer than you do. There is an
official  indoor  temperature  recommendation  for  daycare
centers: in cold weather, keep indoor temperatures to 68-75F.

Sleep always seems to bring out red cheeks and sweaty heads in
toddlers. Are they too hot or cold? As you peek in on them
after tucking them to bed, feel their hands and cheeks. Warm
(but not flushed) cheeks mean they will be comfortable even if
their hands are a bit cool.

For older kids, simply dress them the same way you dress
yourself. Make sure areas prone to frostbite such as toes,
ears  and  fingers  stay  warm.  Quick  tidbit:  do  not  re-warm
nearly  frostbitten  areas  by  massaging.  The  rubbing  action
causes more injury. Instead, place the area in warm water.

Sorry, you can’t use the rational, “Dress warmly or you will
catch a cold.” Cold temperatures do not cause colds. Germs
cause colds. However, there is one study on mice that suggests
cooler noses allow the rhinovirus (a common cold germ) to
grown  more  easily.  Also,  there  is  a  phenomenon  called
nonallergic rhinitis which manifests itself as a drippy nose
which can be set off by cold air. Likewise, inhaling cold air
can set off coughing in kids with asthma. For more about the
health benefits and hazards of cold weather for both kids and
adults,  check  out  this  article  from  Harvard  Health
Publications.

Why it’s not “cool” to stay warm, I’ll never understand. At
least for the older boys, parents don’t need to take into
account the weather. The kids will wear hoodies whether it’s
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seven or seventy degrees outside.

Naline Lai, MD with Julie Kardos, MD
©2016 Two Peds in a Pod® revised 1/2019

(For a laugh: we love this tongue-in-cheek post about how kids
dress for cold weather).

Prevent rotten teeth
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L
isted on many pediatric developmental milestone charts, there
is the six month milestone, ” can hold their own bottle. ”
Unfortunately, this is the last thing we want our patients to
do. Babies who feed by holding their own bottle tend to suck
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for a longer period of time than when they are at the breast
or when a parent holds the bottle. Prolonging the time any
sweet substance, whether breast milk, cow’s milk, or watered
down juice is in the mouth can produce cavities. Even in
toothless babies, the sugar can seep through gums and rot the
teeth producing cavities called “bottle rot” in the two front
teeth. As shown above, sucking on a sippy cup constantly can
also produce the characteristic damaging pattern and cause
rotten teeth.

Sippy cups are like daytime bottles. In the “old days” if a
child wanted a drink, the parent would give him a cup, he
would take his drink, and then the cup would be put away so it
would not spill. Sippy cups are easier to leave around for
kids to grab when they need it. They are easy for kids to
carry and graze from while playing. They don’t make a mess in
the car. But because kids can nurse a sugar-containing drink
all day, it becomes easy for a sweet drink to have constant
contact with teeth, thus producing the problem you can see in
our photo.

How to prevent rotten teeth:

Once they are toddlers, give your kids beverages at meal
or snack times only. Let them drink and then put the cup
away. Otherwise, forward to the future, and imagine your
sippy-cup-toting  toddler  becoming  the  perpetually-
drinking-coffee  office  coworker  down  the  hall.  We’re
sure your coworker’s teeth are not pretty. The only
exception to giving a beverage only at meal or snack
times is the quick after dinner cup of milk when they
are very young (toddlers). If your toddler drinks a cup
of  milk  before  bed,  make  sure  he  brushes  his  teeth
before going to sleep. Brush-book-bed is a good routine
to institute.
Limit juice. Whether 100%, or organic, or watered down,
juice contains enough sugar to rot teeth over time. Dr.
Kardos remembers a friend lamenting, “I bought only 100%
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juice for his sippy cup and had no idea it could hurt my
son’s teeth like that!” Eventually, her friend’s son
underwent a tooth repair under anesthesia.
Encourage good tooth brushing at least twice a day with
fluoride-containing toothpaste, starting when your child
gets his first tooth. Before that point, wipe out your
baby’s gums with a wet gauze or wash cloth.
Schedule regular dental visits for your child starting
around or soon after his first birthday. Going to the
dentist is a vital part of preventing rotting teeth.
Ask  your  pediatrician  or  dentist  if  supplemental
fluoride may be helpful.

Some final food for thought: snacks of pouch-pureed fruits and
vegetables are increasing in popularity. We don’t think we
need to wait for a scientific study to say that prolonged
sucking on a packet of “healthy” fruit puree will probably
result in the kind of teeth pictured above .

For more tips check out the American Academy of Pediatrics and
the American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry.

Julie Kardos, MD and Naline Lai, MD

©2016 Two Peds in a Pod®

Raise  a  well-behaved  child,
Part  3:  How  to  Halt  the
endless tantrum
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One way to cool off your toddler.

Time-out is over and your 18-month-old is still flailing on
the floor in a full blown temper tantrum, pig-tails flying and
tears streaming down her face.  Will her tantrum ever stop?

“Time out is over,” you say, trying to console her, but she
continues  to  cry.  She  cries  so  long  she  forgets  why  she
started.

Here are ways to help your heated up, frustrated
toddler “cool off” if they seem stuck in a tantrum:



Offer a favorite stuffed animal or “blankie.”

Gripping his familiar comfort toy often helps the toddler to
“get a grip” on his emotions during a tantrum. Try to buy
several of the same animals and switch off, otherwise you will
soon  have  a  pretty  grubby  toy.  If  your  child’s  comfort
“blankie”  is  starting  to  unravel,  cut  it  up  into  smaller
pieces and sew the pieces onto new fabric. 

Don’t feel guilty about giving a binkie/pacifier. 

Otherwise known as “the magic cork,” at this age, binkies do
no permanent harm to teeth and they will soothe a flustered
kid.  Thumb sucking is also an effective, benign self-soothing
technique at this age. Please see our binkie post for more
about binkies and when (and how) to wean, and listen to our
earlier podcast for more about thumb sucking.

Go outside with your toddler.

A  change  of  scenery  and  temperature  works  instantly  to
distract your toddler from his woes. Even bad weather works.
Dr. Lai remembers many times huddling under a blanket on her
porch with her children as it snowed. 

Just walk. 

Start walking around the house carrying your kid or holding
his hand. Or marching. Or “funny-walking.” Sing a silly tune
as you go. Your toddler may catch your silliness and forget
his woes. If this is not enough, march outside. 

Sit down and start playing WITHOUT your toddler.

Work a puzzle. Make toy cars drive around. Set up stuffed
animals for a party. Color a picture. Your toddler may forget
his tantrum and instead may become curious and want to join
you. Remember, “time in” is much more attractive than “time
out.”  Keep  bubbles  on  hand.  Blowing  bubbles  not  only
distracts, but like the breathing techniques in yoga,  blowing
bubbles helps toddlers relax. 
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Read a book.

Make it a habit of reading during soothing times such as
bedtime, quiet time, or before nap time. Your child will learn
to associate this activity with feelings of peace. When your
toddler is “stuck,” reading her a favorite book will return
feelings of calmness. In general, reading books about emotions
will also give your child a vocabulary  to express himself.
The inability to communicate to you her emotions will escalate
frustration. After she is calm, use books to teach “what to do
next time.” For instance in one of Dr. Lai’s favorite books,
When Sophie Gets Angry—Really, Really Angry by Molly Bang, the
main character Sophie explodes like a volcano. Ask your child
when  you  read  the  book,”What  can  Sophie  do  instead  of
exploding?  What  would  you  do?”

Below are a list of suggested books about emotions complied by
Librarian Pat Stephenson, hostess of the Bensalem, PA Play and
Learn parenting series.

Hands are not for Hitting, by Martine Agassi
Feelings, by Aliki
Squish Rabbit, by Katherine Battersby
Teach your kids to think! by Maria Chesley Fisk
Grump, Groan, Growl, by Bell Hooks
Understanding myself: a kid’s guide to intense emotions and
strong feelings, by Mary C. Lamia
Any book written by Mister Rogers
Calm Down Time, by Elizabeth Verdick
Feeling Sad, by Sarah Verroken
Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible,No Good, Very Bad Day and
other Alexander books, by Judith Voist
I Love my New Toy!  By Mo Williams

As we discussed in our prior  Toddler Discipline post,  “Time
Out”  is  an  effective  form  of  discipline.  But  there  is  a
difference between disciplining your child and teaching your
child self calming techniques. When time out is over,  it’s
over. Help him move on.
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Julie Kardos, MD and Naline Lai, MD
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Raise  a  well-behaved  child:
set the stage while they are
toddlers

Riding into toddlerhood

When  your  baby  turns  one,  you’ll  realize  he  has  a  much
stronger will. My oldest threw his first tantrum the day he
turned one. At first, we puzzled: why was he suddenly lying
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face down on the kitchen floor? The indignant crying that
followed clued us to his anger. “Oh, it’s a tantrum,” my
husband and I laughed, relieved he wasn’t sick.

Parenting toddlers requires the recognition that your child
innately desires to become independent of you. Eat, drink,
sleep, pee, poop: eventually your child will learn to control
these basics of life by himself. We want our children to feed
themselves, go to sleep when they feel tired, and pee and poop
on the potty. Of course, there’s more to life such as playing,
forming relationships, succeeding in school, etc, but we all
need the basics. The challenge comes in recognizing when to
allow your child more independence and when to reinforce your
authority.

Here’s the mantra: Parents provide unconditional love while
they simultaneously make rules, enforce rules, and decide when
rules need to be changed. Parents are the safety officers  and
provide food, clothing, and a safe place to sleep. Parents are
teachers.  Children  are  the  sponges  and  the  experimenters.
Don’t  be  afraid  of  spoiling   your  child;  be  afraid
of  raising  a  child  that  acts  spoiled.  Here  are  concrete
examples of how to provide loving guidance:

Eating: The rules for parents are to provide healthy food
choices, calm mealtimes, and to enforce sitting during meals.
The  child  must  sit  to  eat.  Walking  while  eating  poses  a
choking hazard. Children decide how much, if any, food they
will eat. The kids choose if they eat only the chicken or only
the peas and strawberries. They decide how much of their water
or  milk  they  drink.  By  age  one,  they  should  be  feeding
themselves part or ideally all of their meal. By 18 months
they should be able to use a spoon or fork for part of their
meal.

If, however, parents continue to completely spoon feed their
children, cajole their children into eating “just one more
bite,” insist that their child can’t have strawberries until



they eat  their chicken, or bribe their children by dangling a
cookie as a reward for eating dinner, then the child gets the
message that independence is undesirable. They will learn to
ignore their internal sensations of hunger and fullness.

For perspective, remember that newborns eat frequently and
enthusiastically  because  they  gain  an  ounce  per  day  on
average, or one pound every 2-3 weeks. A typical one-year-old
gains about 5 pounds during his entire second year, or one
pound every 2-3 months. Normal, healthy toddlers do not always
eat every meal of every day, nor do they finish all meals.
Just provide the healthy food, sit back, and enjoy meal time
with your toddler and the rest of the family.  

A one-year-old child will throw food off of his high chair
tray to see how you react. Do you laugh? Do you shout? Do you
do a funny dance to try to get him to eat his food? Then he
will continue to refuse to eat and throw the food instead.
Instead, you can say blandly,” I see you are full. Here, let’s
get you down so you can play,” then he will do one of two
things:

1)      He will go play. He was not hungry in the first place.
2)      He will think twice about throwing food in the future
because whenever he throws food, you put him down to play.
He will learn to eat the food when he feels hungry instead
of throwing it.

Sleep: The rule is that parents decide on reasonable bedtimes
and  naptimes.  The  toddler  decides  when  he  actually  falls
asleep. Singing to oneself or playing in the crib is fine.
Even cries of protest are fine. Check to make sure he hasn’t
pooped or knocked his binky out of the crib. After you change
the poopy diaper/hand back the binky, LEAVE THE ROOM! Many
parents tell me , “He just seems like he wants to play at
2:00am  or  he  seems  hungry.”  Well,  this  assessment  may  be
correct,  but  remember  who  is  boss.  Unless  your  family
tradition is to play a game and have a snack every morning at
2:00am, then just say “No, time for sleep now,” and ignore his
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protests.

Pee/poop: The rule is that parents keep bowel movements soft
by offering a healthy diet. The toddler who feels pain when he
poops will do his best not to have a bowel movement. Going
into potty training a year or two from now with a constipated
child can lead to many battles. Also the toddler decides when
he is brave enough or feels grown up enough to sit on the
potty. Never force a toilet training child to sit on the
potty. After all, did you force your toddler to learn how to
use a remote control for your television? Of course not- he
learned to use it by imitating you and wanting to be like you
and by being pleased with the result (Cool! I turned on the
TV!). The same principle applies to potty training. He will
imitate you when he is ready, and will be pleased with the
result when you praise him for his result.

Even if your child does not show interest in potty training
for another year or two, talk up the advantages of putting pee
and  poop  in  the  potty  as  early  as  age  one.  Remember,
repetition  is  how  kids  learn.

Your toddler will test your resolve. He is now able to think
to himself, “Is this STILL the rule?” or “What will happen if
I  do  this?”  That’s  why  he  goes  repeatedly  to  forbidden
territory such as the TV or a standing lamp or plug outlet,
stops when you say “No no!”, smiles, and proceeds to reach for
the forbidden object.

When you feel exasperated by the number of times you need to
redirect  your  toddler,  remember  that  if  toddlers  learned
everything  the  first  time  around,  they  wouldn’t  need
parenting. Permit your growing child to develop her emerging
independence whenever safely possible. Encourage her to feed
herself even if that is messier and slower. Allow her to fall
asleep in her crib and resist rocking and giving a bottle to
sleep.  Everyone  deserves  to  learn  how  to  fall  asleep
independently (and to brush their teeth before bed). You don’t
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want to train a future insomniac adult.

And if you are baffled by your child’s running away from you
one  minute  and  clinging  to  you  the  next,  just  think  how
confused  your  child  must  feel:  she’s  driven  towards
independence on the one hand and on the other hand she knows
she’s wholly dependent upon you for basic needs. Above all
else, remember the goal of parenthood is to help your child
grow into a confident, independent adult.

Julie Kardos, MD with Naline Lai, MD
©2015, revised from 2012
Two Peds in a Pod®

Traveling with Young Children

In spite of long TSA lines, rental car challenges and all the
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howling, the wolf family went to grandmother’s house every
year for the holidays.

You don’t appreciate how much your baby has grown until you
attempt a diaper change on a plane. For families with young
children, any holiday can become stressful when travel is
involved. Often families travel great distances to be together
and  attend  parties  that  run  later  than  children’s  usual
bedtime. Fancy food and fancy dress are common. Well-meaning
relatives who see your children once a year can be too quick
to hug and kiss, sending even not-so-shy kids running. Here
are some tips for safer and smoother holiday travel:
If you are flying:

Do not offer Benadryl (diphenhydramine) as a way of
“insuring”  sleep  during  a  flight.  Kids  can  have
paradoxical  reactions  and  become  hyper  instead  of
sleepy, and even if they do become sleepy, the added
stimulation of flying can combine to produce an ornery,
sleepy,  tantrum-prone  kid.  Usually  the  drone  of  the
plane is enough to sooth kids into a slumber.
Not all kids develop ear pain on planes as they descend-
some sleep right through landing. However, if needed you
can offer pacifiers, bottles, drinks, or healthy snacks
during  take-off  and  landing  because  swallowing  may
help prevent pressure buildup and thus discomfort in the
ears. And yes, it is okay to fly with an ear infection.

General tips for visiting:

Traveling 400 miles away from home to spend a few days
with close family and/or friends is not the time to
solve your child’s chronic problems. Let’s say you have
a child who is a poor sleeper and tries to climb into
your bed every night at home. Knowing that even the best
of sleepers often have difficulty sleeping in a new
environment, just take your “bad sleeper” into your bed
at bedtime and avoid your usual home routine of waking
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up every hour to walk her back into her room. Similarly,
if you have a picky eater, pack her favorite portable
meal  as  a  backup  for  fancy  dinners.   One  exception
is when you are trying to say bye-bye to the binkie or
pacifier.
Supervise your child’s eating and do not allow your
child  to  overeat  while  you  catch  up  with  a  distant
relative  or  friend.  Ginger-bread  house  vomit  is
DISGUSTING, as Dr. Kardos found out first-hand when one
of her children ate too much of the beautiful and very
generously-sized ginger bread house for dessert.
Speaking of food, a good idea is to give your children a
wholesome, healthy meal at home, or at your “home base,”
before going to a holiday party that will be filled with
food that will be foreign to your children. Hunger fuels
tantrums so make sure his appetite needs are met. Then,
you also won’t feel guilty letting him eat sweets at a
party because he already ate healthy foods earlier in
the day.
If you have a young baby, be careful not to put yourself
in a situation where you lose control of your ability to
protect the baby from germs. Well-meaning family members
love passing infants from person to person, smothering
them with kisses along the way. Unfortunately, nose-to-
nose kisses may spread cold and flu viruses along with
holiday cheer.
On the flip side, there are some family events, such as
having your 95-year-old great-grandfather meet your baby
for  the  first  time,  that  are  once-in-a-lifetime.  So
while you should be cautious on behalf of your child,
ultimately, heed your heart. At six weeks old, Dr. Lai’s
baby traveled several hours to see her grandfather in a
hospital after he had a heart attack. Dr. Lai likes to
think  it  made  her  father  in  law’s  recovery  go  more
smoothly.
If you have a shy child, try to arrive early to the
family gathering. This avoids the situation of walking
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into a house full of unfamiliar relatives or friends who
can overwhelm him with their enthusiasm. Together, you
and your shy child can explore the house, locate the
toys, find the bathrooms, and become familiar with the
party hosts. Then your child can become a greeter, or
can simply play alone first before you introduce him to
guests as they arrive. If possible, spend time in the
days  before  the  gathering  sharing  family  photos  and
stories  to  familiarize  your  child  with  relatives  or
friends he may not see often.
Sometimes  you  have  to  remember  that  once  you  have
children, their needs come before yours. Although you
eagerly anticipated a holiday reunion, your child may be
too young to appreciate it for more than a couple of
hours  .  An  ill,  overtired  child  makes  everyone
miserable. If your child has an illness, is tired, won’t
use the unfamiliar bathroom, has eaten too many cookies
and has a belly ache, or is in general crying, clingy,
and miserable, despite your best efforts, just leave the
party. You can console yourself that when your child is
older his actions at that gathering will be the impetus
for family legends, or at least will make for a funny
story.
Enjoy your CHILD’s perspective of holidays: enjoy his
pride  in  learning  new  customs,  his  enthusiasm  for
opening gifts, his joy in playing with cousins he seldom
sees, his excitement in reading holiday books, and his
happiness as he spends extra time with you, his parents.

We wish you all the best this new year!

Julie Kardos, MD and Naline Lai, MD
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